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Preservice Teache- Perspectives Toward Secondary Social Studies Education

INTRODUCTION

A review of research on teacher education compleed by Fuller and Bown

(1975) con luded that, "despite the need for theory building and

conceptualization of the processes of change during teacher preparatio

adequate theories are still not available" (p. 41). The major reason

usually cited for this inadequacy is that too little is known about what

actually goes on during teacher preparatio (Fuller & Bo n, 1975; Feiman

Nemser, 1983; Zeichner & Tabachnick, 1981). This shortcoming is being

addressed by a relatively new line of research on the process of becoming a

tearher--the study of teacher perspectives.

Investigations into the process of becoming a teacher should have a

dual focus, including both the context of learning to teach and the

teachers' perceptions of that task (Fuller & Bown, 1975). The elements of

the context include: peers, teacher educators, cooperating teachers,

pupils, characteristics of preservice teachers, and institutional setti gs.

As a result of their apprenticeship of observation as pupils, the values,

attitudes,°and milieu associated with teaching are not new to prospective

teachers. To become a teacher, then, does not require the acquisition of

previously unknown values as much as it requires a change in the

individual's own relationship to the classroom situation (Lacey, 1977).

This process of chawis illustreted by the development of teacher

perspectives, which are the meanings and interpretations that teachers give

to their work and their work situation (Adler, 1984).

The construct of "perspectives was first developed by Becker, Geer,

Hughes and Strauss (1961) in a study of socialization into the medical

profession. Adler (1984) described perspectives as, 'the operational
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philosophy developed out of experiences in the immediate and distant past,

and applied to specific situations (p. 14 ). An individual's perspective

may be viewed as his or her underly ng rationale or theory of action.

Teacher perspectives, then, take into account a broad range of factors,

including the teacher s background, beliefs, assumptions, the context of

the classroom and the school, how these elements are interpreted, and the

interpretation nfluence on the teacher's actions.

Several studies have been conducted that rely in whole or in part on

the investigation of teacher perspectives (e.g., Adler, 1984; Goodman &

Adler, 1985; Tabachnick, Popkewitz, & Zeichner, 1979-1980; Zeichner &

Tabachnick, 1985) and wh le the body of work is small it is growing.

Among other things, these studies have illustrated that the development of

specific perspectives is related to individual's biography, university

teacher education programs, and the characteristics of classrooms and

schools used in early field experiences and student teaching. This paper

presents a descriptive analysis of preservice secondary social studies

teachers' perspectives toward teaching in general and social studies

education in particular. While most previous studies of teacher

perspective development have examined elementary teachers this study

fgcused on preservice secondary teachers.

METHODS AND DATA SOURCES

Because this study explored Individual teacher perspectives, the

researcher believed it was necessary to use a methodology that allowed for

the incorporation of the ideas, actions thoughts, and feelings of the

participants themselves as the tajor focus of the inquiry. Considering the

purpose of the study, the naturalistic research paradigm (Lincoln & Guha,

1985):provided the most appropriate framework for the,d1sign of the
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inquiry. Previous research regarding professional socialization and the

development of perspectives has demonstrated that qualitative research

methods and a naturalistic theoretical perspective allow unanticipated

phenomena to be investigated as they emerge (Friebus, 1977).

Students majoring in social studies education at a large midwestern

public university during 1984-85 were the focus of the study. Twenty-five

students representing each of the four major phases of the teacher

education program at the university were selected to participated in the

study. The sample included students from: (a) the freshman early field

experience program, (b) the sophomore level professional introduction to

education program, (c) the senior level secondary social studies methods

courses, and (d) student teaching. Four students were selected to

participate in a pilot study while the remainder participated in the

primary investigation. The pilot study consisted of interviews that were

open-ended, loosely structured, and focused on general schooling

background, significant influences in the decision to teach, and general

perceptions of teaching. Based upon the pilot interviews and previous

ethnographic investigations of the professional socialization process

(Becker et al., 1961 Lortie, 1975) an interview schedule was constructed

for use in the primary investigation.

Interview sessions that ranged from one to two hours in length were

.tonducted with the remaining 21 participants. Through the interviewing

process, the researcher attempted to construct a story of the development

A each individual as a preservice teacher. The interviews were similar to

/hat Levinson (1978) calls biographical interviews and generally followed

:he established interview schedule, but were sensitive to and probed

mdividual respondents replies. The interviews focused on the development
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of the individuals' teaching perspectives over time, particularly du ing

the universi y teacher education program. All interviews were tape

recorded and transcribed. The transcribed interview data were analyzed

using a modified version of the constant comparative method of data

analysis (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Miles and Huberman, 1984). Data

categories and patterns were identified, defined, and then compared across

individuals and groups. The patterns and categories of data were

continuously refined or linked to other classes In order to

add meaning to the coding process, marginal ;Eno were used to

point out important issues that codes might and to

r nd amongsuggest new interpretations, lead

particular categories.

Respondents participated in followup

shared specific patterns that emerged frog

conclusions. The respondents were given

or challenge the information in a summary ,.

findings. The major means through which the

and Com,

the researcher

1 as tentative

confirm, modify,

y's prelim_nary

nility of the findings

was established included; (a) triangulation techniques, including a

variety of data sources (audio tapes, transcriptions, followup interviews,

brief written biographical surveys), b) field notes and research journal

of the researcher, (c) member checks (i.e., the clarification of questions

and responses during and after the interviews and the sharing of interview

transcripts working hypotheses and interpretations with respondents).

FINDINGS

The data analysis resulted in perspective profiles of individuals and

sample groups. The profiles are based on a grounded framework, that i

the major components of the teacher perspectives as presented in the
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profiles were not based upon a predetermined f amework, but emerge during

the data analysis.

The four major components of the teacher perspectives profiles

included: (a) motivations for entering the teaching profession, (b)

beliefs about the role, function and practices of teachers, (c) views on

the process of learning to teach, and (d) conceptions of the nature and

purpose of social studies education. The paper presents fi dings regarding

each of these components. The following selected observations are

representative of findings regarding the latter two components of

preservice teachers' perspectives.

Overview of the Settin

The setting of the study was a large midwestern public university.

The university offers 34 prograus for undergraduate education majors and is

accredited by the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher

Education. Graduates of the secondary social studies education program

receive a comprehensive certificate that allows them to teach history and

the social sciences in g ades 7-12. Du ing the 1984-1985 academic year the

social studies education program accounted for 7.72 (55 of 717) of the

graduates of the College of education.

The teacher education program is heavily field experience oriented.

The college offers an early experience program to Provide prospective

education majors the opportunity to explore teaching before applying for

admission to the college. The freshman early field experience program

(FEEP) provides prospective teachers the opportunity to work in a school

setting for 16 hours a week throughout a ten week quarter. Field

experiences are supplemented by a weekly on-campus seminar.
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The profess onal education requirements include course work in

foundations, introductory pedagogy and educational psychology, and special

7

methods courses. After admission to the college, students continue their

field experience by enrolling in the professional introduction program

(PI). This sequence of two 6quarterhour pourses is designed to introduce

students to the study of teaching at all grade levels. The emphasis of the

PI program--the concepts, skills, and problems of teaching--is supplemented

by 120 clock hours of field experiences. After completing the second

course in the PI sequence and appropriate courses in their teaching field,

students are eligible to enroll in the social studies methods course

sequence. Following successful completion of the social studies methods

courses, students may enroll for student te ching, which is conducted over

a 10 week quarter. The distribution of course requirements in this program

is similar to the typical secondary education programs found at other

teacher education institutions (Kluender, 1984). However, this progra

requires more field experience and course work in the teaching field and

less course work in the liberal arts than the average secondary education

program. Figure I graphically illustrates this comparison.

Preservice Teachers' Perspectives

The data of this study support the hypothesis that teacher

socialization is a dialectical process. The development of particu

teacher perspectives by preservice social studies teachers is an outcome of

the socialization process and evolves from several sources of in luence.

The development of preservice teachers perspectives is affected by their

preservice teacher education experiences, bat the changes in their beliefs

and attitudes that occur are not deep internal changes. Teachers'

perspectives seem to be the result of three separate secs of forces:
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tructural variables prospective teachers encounter in

universities and schools, (b) the individual's personal biography, and

the individual s active mediation of the'inte tion between the first tWo

sets of variables. A major finding of this study was that an individual's

teaching perspective is the product of his or her interaction with the

social structural elements of the schools, university teacher education,

and his or her personal biography.

Social structural variables determine the program organization of

teacher education, the per pectives the preservice teachers are exposed to

in field experiences, the type of experiences the preservice teachers are

allowed to have, as well as the knowledge and skills they acquire durin

their university education. Social structural variables also include

experiences preservice teachers had as pupils in elementary and secondary

schools, where they closely observed the actlons of ceachers for many

years. Personal biography of the individual also functions as a structura

variablt, placing certain constraints on the individual's actions and

beliefs in light of past experiences.

Preservice teachers were not found to be passive recipients of the

constraints placed upon them by social structures. Instead, preservice

teachers were found to be mediators and creators of values, playing an

active role in the construction of their own identities as teachers.

Preservice teachers play a part in the resistance to and transformation of

the prevailing social structures. This dialectic between individuals and

social structures is illustrated by the existence of several interactional

processes including: (a) role-playing, (b) selective role-modeling, (c)

impression management, and (d) self-legitimation 1 Through this

dialectical process, preservice teachers developed theories of action or
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perspectives. that :guided-their actions as teachers. The remainder of the

Hpaper,-is devoted to 'describing the nature of the teaching perspectives held

by the participants in this study.

The interview data produced in o mation regarding the teacher

.perspectives of respondents as they related tofourgeneral areas:

motivations for teaching (b),images of teachers and teaching (c)

:conceptions of the natureand purpose of social studies, and d) the

, process. of learning to. teach

Motivations:for Teachink

In Lortie's (1975) 'study of the schoolteacher, he identified six

active.elements of the work of teachers: working with young people;

pridein performing.important public service; ease of entry, exit, and re-

entry; time _compatibility; modest material benefits; and psychic rewards

resulting f_om student.achievement. Of these six motivations for teaching,

only one was mentioned by more than 25% of the respondents in this study,

that is, working with young people (by 61% of the respondents). Some

representative comments by respondents include the following-(codes

following interview excerp-- identify individual respondents and their

status in the program):

would liketo -feel like I had a part in the outcome of
students.-'..that I had:some kind,of influence over kids...to be there
when, they needed someone. After:all, they are in school six hours a
.day. .I think the [the students] would become your family after a
while. (FEEP/3).

'get-petsonal-gratification out of helping other people and.I feel
great when I help somebody else understand.things....As far as the
kids are concerned, I really enjoy.being.around people--younger kids--
because the thing I have realized now'that Iiam in college 'is that
they ate going through the same stuff that I went through and they
have a lot to expect in the future. So, I'm trying to help them get
their.act-together. (FEEP/4)

10
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In addition to working with young people, a strong desire to stay

involved with the subject area (almost always identified as history, not

social studies ) was expressed by the respondents.

I saw teaching as an opportunity to continue learning about history
and, not only that, but, to use whatever talent I may have toward
historical interpretation and to be looked upon by students who might
be interested [in history] as somebody who knows something. (SSM/4)

10

I am interested in the subject matter....My personal library is about
history and social sciences...and I've been interested in it since
junior high...I've been interested in learning all my life. I don't
want it to stop once I walk out of here with my diploma. I am hoping
that I could give somebody a spark so they would want to learn for the
rest of their life--not just in my class. (ST/1)

guess the largest attraction was being involved in something that
enjoyedsomething that I enjoyed hearing. History and geography were
the primary attractions. I realized there were a few things you would
have to do outside the classroom preparing, but I thought that would
be something I would enjoy preparing for since Erlot of my spare time
I spend doing that anyway. (SSM/2)

In addition to the motivations described above, respondents noted

opportunities to coach sports (28Z), summer vacations (23%), and the

absence of manual labor as attractions of teaching as an occupation.

For most respondents, there did not seem to be any specific event or

series of events that resulted in a desire to become a teacher, although

respondents generally described elementary and secondary school experiences

as being positive, especially with regard to their success in social

studies courses. Few had had experiences working with young people pribr

to entering teacher education. Ten of the respondents had entered coliege

wi h a major other than social studies education and six of the respondents

were in college to retrain, after having careers outside the field of

education (includin law, communitations, contracting, criminal justice,

military, and heavy industry). For those involved in an effort to retrain

for a new career, the mostoften cited reason for the change to educati-n

was the perceived opportunity for more job satisfaction.
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It wasn't so much a negative _ onse t.to the previous career, but
theremay havel,een dootknowr,r....I wasn't that dissatisfied
=with4 laiucareei, it's just thgIdi&An't see myself doing that'for
20 years. I wanted to get something wtasimare you ge4 more satisfaction
out of [what you doh' :Maybe ithM to ebilo with wdrking in that segment:
of the law: I wasn't real satieWWitlih the work (SSM/2)

For those changing careers to becoMetacherems, the "eased entry (

1975) of the profession was frequentlinfaclicor in their decisions. The

relatively short time needed to beCtioortillried and the perceived lack of

arduousness of the teacher educsaotiprogram combined with the opportunity,

to work in a career that would PrcaVtaprofeeassional fulfillment attraCted

these individuals from what were, risme caselses, higher paying and more

prestigious jobs1
.

summary, the strongest lQoivUon5 famsT becoming teachers seemed to

come from the respondents' desires toontintie their studies in the social

sciences, particularly history. Por t, thAmere was no "conversion"

experience, but past success in scboolipattiAcularly in social studies

classes, was a positive influence.

Imeges_ofTeschers_and Teschtna

included in descapti0ne of thetroncepemtions of the role of teachers

were respondents' images of theseellitsintes=hers. These images provide

an interesting linkage to the retiptoldede molmtivations for teaching, as

well as the influences of the teachet-dtaticm)n experiences and past school

experiences (which will be discuased War in this paper). The expressed

images of self as.teacher fall illtc4 Ctacatemegories: teacher-as-

counselor, teacher-as-expert, teacher-11101e model.

The teacheras-counselor image woexpresused frequently by those

respondents that identified the desiretowork= with young people as their'

motivation for teaching.

You are with these students for Ukours a day. You have got to
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relate to their problems. They have got more wild things corning up
that you have got to be able to handle and real ze...bo prepared to
deal With. Pi )

Relating to the student when you are not teaching. Being there like
a...I don't want to say counselor, but someone there that they can
talk to. that kind or role. Just someone there for the students to
talk to. Be a type of teacher that the student can look up to. But
yet they are having a good time and they ore learning right along with
it. (PI/4)

I think you have to get close to the aidents...have more of an
opennesa. Be on more of n personal or friendship basis. (SSM/5)

You want to make yourself available. Sometimes I reel you have got _o
get away from the strict teacher-student thing. You have to make
yourself available for othor thtngs...to talk about other
things...other problems, not alwaya school. (SSM/l)

Sometimes surrogate parent. Sometimes priest-confessor.
Disciplinarian...which is what I didn't like, but had to do several
times. Authority figure...they have to have some respect for
authority. I wouldn't want to be seen just as a vacuous little
vehicle spitting out knowledge. (ST/1)

Other respondents imagined their role as teacher ae being the person

that facilitates the discovery of new knowledge on the part of students,

and serves as the 'expert- in his or her field.

[My role as a teacher isj basically to introduce the student to
learning that particular discipline...history. To get that class or
student involved in that for 48 minutes or however long. Hopefully
they will come away with something. Not every student has to walk
away from every subject overwhelmed with it....I don't think it is a
teacher's job to make the students feel good about themselves. That
is not part of the job description in my book. (SSM/4)

Several respondents imagine their role as teacher as being a role

model for the students.

1 3
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Many times student see you as a role model. If you are dressed up
nicely and neatly everyday...know the material and come in and act
profeasionally. They might not get thin at home and it le good for
them to nen a network of teachers that hopefully are like this so they
will know who the professionala are in the real world and who they
are. I think it is good to have people look to you as the role model.
(ST/5)

I think it is a chance to mold and shape people and a chance for
social immortality, that is, to pass on something of youreelf to other
people...to make an impression. (ST/2)

Respondents were given descriptions of three types of roles teachers

may take with regard to the school curriculum and asked to 4dentify the

category that woeld he meqt representative of the role they would take Le

the classroom when they began teaching. The three role descriptions were

labeled: "teacher as technician," "teacher as modifier," nnd teacher as

creator." Three identified the "technician" and only one chose the

"creato_ category. The remaining 17 respondents deacribed themselves as

curriculum modifiers, that is, following the textbook and the graded course

of study and supplementing where they felt the need. All but one

respondent noted that being a curriculum creator would not be a realistic

goal for a beginning teacher, because of a lack of confidence regarding the

mastery of the subject matter and the fact that beginning teachers should

not be viewed as ''new people trying to change the system."

I like structure. I like to be in an environment where things aren't
flying around. Where there is a chain of order and some guidelines
pertaining to curriculum and materials, but I like to have the freedom
to be able to modify'and change things as I see fit. I don't want to
deviate terribly from the established order or cause a revolution.
(ST/2)

You have got to go a little bit by the book until you get your feet
wet and see what works. I think to be truly creative you have to have
been there for a while, know your work, and have seniority. I think
if you go in there right away [and become a creator of curriculum]
they'll say this person can't follow directions or anything. It would
really be suicide in that case. (ST/5)

14
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I would want to place myself in the curric lum creator category, but I

think when I first get out I'm going to be so scared and I'm going to
be afraid to go off and do my own thing. Other teachers [may be]
talking about and criticizing me. I haven't beea there long enough
(as a beginning teacher) to do some things that they might not appreve
of. I'm not that daring. Maybe later on, but I think my first year I
would probably want everything just so-so and by the book. (PI14)

When preservice teachers described their beliefs regarding appropriate

teaching atrategiea for secondary social studies classroom, the emphasis

was on avoiding techniques that would be "boring" for the students. The

focus was on using a variety of strategies and incorporat ng the Active

participation of students through group work, simulations and gamos, or

allowing the students to participate in choosing the topics of study.

I would hope that I would go to other sourcea and get different ideas.
I would not keep the clans strictly structured, but allow for SOMO
change...do something new and add variety to my classes. (FEEP/3)

I think I would be a good teacher because I wouldn t stick to just one
pattern. I think if you had the same thing day after day it would
become the most boring thing...it would be boring for you and your
students. So I would try different techniques and approaches and i
something doesn't work you have to keep on going because if you are
doing a lecture and you see your lecture is putting half the people to
sleep, you can't be afraid to change. (ST/5)

Comparing the respondents' stated beliefs about teaching practices and

an analysis of the actual teaching strategies they used during field

experiences illustrates a contradiction between respondents' stated beliefs

and actions. All 21 respondents relied primarily on a lecture/recitation

format when teaching in university sponsored field experiences.

Respondents did supplement their lectures with other methods including:

films and visuals (62%), small group assignments (24%),

workbooks/worksheets (19%), and simulation/inquiry methods

In summary, the respondents possessed distinct images of themselves

has teachers and had clear-cut ideas of the role they would play in the

classroom. The most frequently described teacher images were:

15
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Respondents typically descr bed their role as a teacher as being a modifiet

of the extant curriculum, although, many e ed the desire to develop'

sk lls that would allow them to bo more creative and produce their w

curriculum materials. The data also illustrated inconitatencios regarding

spondents' actions in field experiences and their sta ed belitfs about

appropriat- teaching practices.

Beliefs About the Nature and Purpse of Social S ud

exprelsod hol lef9 and ideas

o be taught. Reapondents'

Throughout the nterviews, pnncipm

about what social studies is and why it ough

conceptions of the purpose of social studies in the school curriculum could

generally be grouped into two categories: (a) transfer of cultural

knowledge to younger generations and (h) devel pment of students with a

well-rounded knowledge base and the ability to think critically. The

latter of these two categories was the most commonly mentioned purpose of

social studies in the curriculum. Many respondents noted that social

studies held a unique and important place in the school curriculum as a

forum for the expression of student ideas and beliefs and the critical

examination of opinions held by other people. Their statements regarding

the purpose of the social studies many times revealed naive conceptions of

other subject areas.

One of the most essential roles for the social studies teacher
get the students to think...not just learn whatever the subject matter
is, but to think behind the causes [of an event] and how it has a
bearing on our lives today. How what they learned from the past can
be applied [today]....As far as getting students to think critically
about society and the role of society, I guess that's primarily the
responsibility of the social studies teacher. It wouldn't apply as
much to math or physical education.r (SSM/2)

The difference between math and history is that courses in the social
studies go beyond the classroom and classroom learning. You deal with
government, you deal with how you are going to relate and deal with

16
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socie y after you have gone out of the C as oom and in that respect
social studies does have n larger role and a greater responsibility
than, say, a math or a science class. A social studies teacher cau bo
a great influence on a student's way of looking at the outside wor11--
above and beyond the other things that he is influenced by, like
television, the home situation, or friends. (ST/2)

[Social studies teachers] have more of a chance to create dissonance--
there is more of a chance to make the kids think, "Oh gee! Why
this happening? What can I do to change it? Why did the people let
this happen?" (ST/1)

A small number of respondents ( hree) held the conventional view that

the purpose of social tudics in the school curriculum was to pass on the

1 content of the domi ciety to the next generation. This

belief about the purpose of the social studies was exemplified in the

following statement made by a student in the freshman field experience

program to justify the inclusion of social studies in the curriculum!

just feel that everyone should have a certain background of the
country's history, the world's history. Where we have been and where
we are going and how we got there...the revolution. (FEEP/5)

As a result of experiences in the field, one student in the social

studies methods sequence decided he would not teach after graduation. He

expressed conce-a over what he characterized as the idebpread" belief

that social studies should teach the values and morals of the dominant

society.

It seems to me that you are expected to conform to a certain value
system, and whether I disagree or agree with it is of no relevance.
don't like the idea of teaching people what is right and wrong....I'm
not sure how to explain it....People have always expected the schools
where they send their children to provide some sort of social control.
don't want to feel like I'm a factory stuffing kids into one end of

a machine and having them come out like something else....Communities
and school administratorsthey want to teach more than just facts.
They want vou to teach values and morals. (SSM/4)

Preservice teachers seemed to have more difficulty articulating a

coiception of what social studies is than they did in describing why social

studies should be taught. This is not surprising considering the ongoing

17
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og this very ques n. Thoee

spondents wcpreoiing a conception of tNo n1turo of the 90ciai studios

can be categorized into four groups: those who perce ve the

social studies as kno ledge that is pers nally meaningful, (b) those for

whom the social studies is histo y, (c) those who see social studies ns

part of an integrated curriculum, and (d) those who see social studies as

citizenship education. Only one respondent expressed each of the latt

two conceptions. Social studies as knowledge that is personally mealingful

a conception held by those who placed emphasis on providing the

opportunity for students to explore th.ir own opinions and the opinions of

others on issues that are relevant to the I

[Social studies] lets the student think for himself. Express himself.
Express his ideas, his values. Rather than [the teacher saying],
"this is what it is." (SSM/5)

[Within social studies] there is so much to learn and there is so much
that is applicable to real life situations. There are a lot of
conflicts in society and high school kids would be more interes -d in
something that they can see and read about every day instead of
something that is cut and dried--like math. In social studies, you've
got to let kids express themselves. You don't have to have a right or
wrong answer, (SSM/l)

The conception of social studies as history also yielded a surpr- -ng

glimpse of the nature of history as conceived by the respondent

A history teacher pretty much has it set...there is no way his leeson
plans are going to change. History is history, but I think each year
he should bring about a new way of doing it. Not just use the same
lesson plans every year- (PI/4)

In history, there is nothing you can change There is very little
deviation. (FEEP/3)

I would say social studies is less open to question in general than is
science. There are still going to be questions. There are going to
be people who have never experienced the lesson. I guess with social
studies you don't have to have quite as openminded as you do in
science....Social studies, I feel, is pretty much cut and dried. It
has_happened. It is not going to change. It has already happened, so
let's work on:it....The question is: How did we do it, and what were
the battles involved? (FEEP/5)

18
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In sunirnary, d majority of the renpondents d c ibed the purpose of

social studtee in the school curriculum as being either (a)

cultural knowledge te y unger generations e. (b) the development of

students with a well-rounded knowledge basA led the ability Le think

critically. Respondents experienced diffi ult. in describing the nature of

the social studies. The two most frequent conceptions of sccial studies

expressed by the respondents were (a) social studiss us personally

meaaingful knowledge and (b) social studies as the study of history.

Pereeectivee_on LearotnOov to_Teach

Four areas stand out in the analysis of respondents perspectives' on

how one learns to teach. These areas include: (a) the change from a

_tudent-perspective to a teacher-perspective, (b) the perceived knowledge

and skills requisite for succe- ful teaching, and (c) responses to the

teacher education curriculum.

From student to teacher perspective. In 1975 Lortie described the

years teachers spent as students in elementary and secondary schools as the

apprenticeship of observation. During his or her 16 years of general

schooling and ever 13,000 hours of contact with classroom teachers, the

prospective teacher has developed a definite idea about the nature of the

teache role. Lo tie acknowledges the limitations of this

apprenticeshi, due particularly to the fact that the student views the

teacher from one pa ticular vantage point--a p int that does not offer

insi ht into the problems of teaching. The student is the -target" of the

teache s actions and, therefore, as Lortie points out, takes the

perspective of an audience viewing a play the student is not privy to the

goings on backstage.

19
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I still haven't looked upon mysel_ as being a teach° . iy primary
concern is stilt 03 a student. 4)

It teaching] hard because I when goc up in froht of the class I
,

felt lLke I was a student too and I felt like one of them. But, I
would like to think that in professional courses I would feel more
like a professional. I would feel more like I was part of the work
force. (FEEP/3)

When I approach the classroom as a teacher, I look at things to point
out to students...where as a student, I look at it as some th ngs_that
I want to learn myself....You have to have a broader perspective [as a
teacher]. (FEEP/5)

(As a student] I would say I was just pa t of the crowd. I wasn
different from anybody else. 13eing a teacher, you are the head
honcho. You are in the classroom and you've got to keep everything
going. It's going to be hard for me because I am kind of shy and I
kind of keep to myself. It's going to be hard letting myself out and
trying to get those kids involved. I will have some problems there,
but that is just going to take time. (PI/4)

I've seen things from the other side of the desk. I've seen some or
the things that I thought I got away with as a student and [now] I
don't think I did (get away with it]. Looking over someone's paper or
passing notes or talking. Teachers are real people too. They have
more going on in their lives. Teaching is a lot of hard work. It is
a lot harder that I thought it would be. (ST/2)

Interpreting the classroom from a teacher s perspective was a problem not

limited to preservice teachers in the earliest stages of their profe -ional

education.

Perceived knowled e and sktseou Ite for successful teachin The

type of knowledge considered most important for a successful and effective

social studies teaching experience, by the overwhelming majority of

respondents (SU), was a command of content area knowledge, particularly

aistory and the social sciences. But many respondents also felt that a

broad exposure to other content area in essence a liberal arts

5ackground--was a requisite for all teachers.

History teachers should know history very well. I mean it is
something you should keep abreast of. Never say, "Well, I know
enough. I've taught three years and I'm going to use the same
outlines! Kids will ask the same questions, so I'll never have to
study any differentl -" I think it is something you always have to
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update, especially with kids today getting smarter. (ST/4)

I feel that a younger teacher without a I subject backreund would
be more apt to be criticized because of the simple reason that he
might be afraid somebody might pop up a question he couldn't
answer...A well prepared teacher, I feel, in more respected by the
students. The students are more apt to respect and want to learn from
some one that is well prepared. (FEEP/5)

While almost all the respondents were convinced of the primary

importance of mastering the content area one was planning to teach, m ny

also pointed out that expertise in a subject area did not necessarily make

one an effective teacher. To illustrate this peint, several mentioned

university course work in which the instrictor obviously had a strong grasp

f the content, but was unable to convey a 5,imilar understanding to the

students. The abilities to "relate to students", "have a caring attitude",

or be able to communicate ideas", were mentioned by 90% of the respondents

the first or second most important skills to master for success in the

classroom.

believe that being able to understand students is the most important
thing because the knowledge is there in the text and I could go
through a chapter and write down the notes that I would need to teach
the class. You do not necessarily have to know the facts, but being
able to communicate with the students--interact with the students--
would be more important than just conveying facts or knowing the
facts. (FEEP/1)

Respondents frequently described personality cha acteristics instead

specific knowledge or skills as cr_tical to success as a classroom

teacher. Qualities considered important included: tolerance of dissentino

opinions, flexibility, sensitivity to others, enthusiasm about work, and

creativity. Only three respondents mentioned the importance of teaching

techniques used (including two student teachers and one social studies

methods student) and only two mentioned the importance of classroom

management abilities (one of which was a student teacher). Emerging from

the respondents' discussion about the requisite knowledge and skills of
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teaching was the widespr ad beltef that personaUty char ctortstic s were

more important to success in the classroom than any par icular knowl dge,

skills that might be taught duri_g teacher education.

I think your personality is going to make you a better teacher than
all the knowledge in the world. I really do. It's a talent
[successful teaching]; I think it's just as much of a talent as is
being a musician. You can learn all kinds of technical things, but if
you don't have the talent, you can go ahead and play the notos, bet
you're not going to hear the same soul....It doesn't matter how many
times you send someone off for training...it's not going to change
their personality...I don't think you can totally learn to teach, I
think that a lot of people just couldn't do it. I think it has a I t
to do with your personality....You have certain potentials, certain
capabilities...so if you don't have it, no matter what the university
does, they're not going to make a teacher out of somebody who really
should be wearing a lab CO4t and locked in a room somewhere with test
tubes. (ST/6)

Teaching and learning to teach were portrayed as very personal,

individualistic, and natural processes. The key to learning to teach for

most respondents was to "know yourself" and have the ability to draw upon

natural abilities (personality).

I think teachers should have a basic insight into themselves and other
people. They have got to know themselves and know their abilities,
their limitations, their prejudices and be able to effectively
communicate what it is that they are suppose to teach. (SSM/4)

Personality...I know that has got to have a lot to do with being an
effective teacher. A lot of the things I have done in the classroom
was from my own experience as a parent. A year ago, I probably
couldn't explain why I did those things. Now that I have read the
textbooks for my education courses, I can give formal names to whatI
did. (PI/2)

They asked_us what we thought a teacher should do [in certain
situations] and everything everyone said was right. I agreed with
everything they said. It is going to be different for everybody. No
one is the same. No one is going to teach the same way. No matte
how much I want to be like the cooperating teacher I had in PEEP,
never going to be exactly like him. (PI/4)

In summary, the requisite knowledge and skills of teaching were

conceived as being highly personal and individualistic. That is,

respondents viewed the knowledge base of teaching as being relativistic and
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jiidivtduljtic. A utilitarian perspective dominated the respondents'

beliefs regarding teaching. The attitude expressed was "what is right is

what works for you and what you feel comEotibie doing. This attitude

seemed to be encou aged by the discussions often held in teacher education

courses, in which students freely expressed their beliefs and idean

regarding teaching and learning without having their statements critical

examined by the instructor or other prospective teach- -. Field

experIences also contributed to this point of view by encouraging an

apprenticeship orientation to the classroom that stressed mastery of

instructional and management techniques while de-emphasizing any critical

examination of what was done in the classroom.

Besponses_to:the _teacher education cu_rriculum. Preservice teachers

expectations for what they would encounter in the teacher education

curriculum were either negative or non-existent. Lanier aad Little (1986)

have noted that low and/or negative expectations of teacher education,

"reflect an awareness that teacher education is easy to enter,

intellectually weak, and possibly unnecessary" (p. 542). Several students

in this study stated that they chose teacher education as a major after

they had difficulty in other disciplines. Education was "supposed to be an

easy majo The following statements reflect the generally low level of'

expectations many preservice teachers had of teacher education upon

admission to the college of education.

really wasn't sure what to expect. Because the more I thought about
it the more I wondered what it could be all about. So I kind of went
into it 4ithout expectations. (SSM/4)

I thought [teacher education courses would be] more or less like other
classrooms where we would sit down and the teacher would say, "this is
what I did and this is the best way to do it." (SSM/1)



I didn't know [what to expect]. I rUy
wasn't well-grounded as to what to expec_
lot harder than it was. (ST/2)
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't know.

tight it won

I was expecting a list...a teacher sh u d do eh
this.... (PI/4)
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should do

t should be noted that expec-ations were much lower and more negative for

the course work than for other parts of t e teacher education program,

particularly fi ld-related experiences, Low initial expectations were not

significantly improved unt 1 students reached the special methods course

work in social studies, which was the most valued portion of teacher

education course work. Respondents reported high expectations for student

teaching as well as other field experiences. (Other aspects of the

curriculum of field experiences will be examined later in this section.)

General methods and foundations course (such as the professional

introduction to education sequence) were characterized by the majority of

respondents as much less useful than the social studies methods courses.

The major complaint regarding general methods and foundations courses was

that they did not provide information that was readily applicable in the

secondary social studies classroom. Respondents felt that although the

courses addressed important Issues, they had not acquired or practiced any

skills that would make them adept at handling typical classroom problems

and events.

I don't think I learned how to discipline in the course. We learned
that it was conaidered the number one problem in education, but not
really how to deal with it. I don't even know if it's possible to
teach that....It's hard to understand how these courses relate_to
teaching in the classroom. Some of it seems like theories you'll
never use. (PI/5)

I haven't learned a whole hell of a lot in my education c a ses....One
class provided a perfect example of talking generically and talking
specifically. Therejs a potential that in my classroom there will be
children who have special needs....This was a perfect opportunity to
talk to us and to say, "look--if you have a kid who has a hearing
problem, you might want to think about taking these steps...," I would
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have liked to have seen some things like, 'These are signs that
indicate that a child doesn't hear well" and "Here are some things
that you can do to make that child's education eqsier." Instead we
went _through elaborate justi ications for the mainstreaming laws..."
(SSM/3)

While the social studies methods courses w_ e generally accepted as

If

more practical," respondents felt that they could be even more so by

examining specific pedagogical situations instead of focusing on theories

of instruction supported by isolated examples. Many of the students

described a curriculum laboratory approach to teaching social studic

methods as one way of making the courses more easily applicable.

Somewhere along the line, every social studies teacher is going to
have to teach the history of the United States....I don't see any
place in the college of education that gives me any idea of how to do
that. The college seems to be [focusing on] how to deal with teaching
on a generic level...they seem to be afraid of talking about
specifics....I want to have a methodology and it's fine to talk about
reflective inquiry and give examples....But, I'm not so sure of how to
adapt that to teaching about the American Revolution. Sure, I see a
little, I see individual things emerging--we can use a simulationbut
what about pulling it all together? I see those [examples] as little
notches_along a straight path....We have to come back to this because
I haven't been taught to tie all of that together into some kind of
methodology. (SSM/3)

It's not specific enough as far as...0kay, here's a world history
unit, you can approach it this way or this way...Okay, here's a psych
unit, you can approach it like this or you can approach it like this.
I mean, you just never get anything specific. It's just, well, you
should use some transparencies if you feel like it and there's always
film strips....In addition to having a methods textbook that says here
are some different methods, you can apply them yourself, it would tle
nice to have a high school textbook....I think if you had the kind of
course work that says here's an American history book and now we're
going to use our theoretical methods and work with this material
because it is what you have to do in real llfe...that would be great!
(ST/6)

Only two respondents felt that more teacher education courses would be

beneficial. Respondents generally failed to acknowledge the importance of

mastering the empirical knowledge base of teaching. Two oF the six student

teachers in the study did admit that upon completing their student teaching

quarter, they had a better understanding of the relevance of topics

25
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discussed jn all of their teacher education courses. As one stui nt teacher

put it:

At the time I was taking it teacher education course work] I didn't
think I was learning that much from it. But, now that I've completed
those classes and my student teaching, what was said makes so much
more sense, and it helped me so much in my student teachin .(ST/5)

Field experiences do inated preservice teachers descriptions of how

they learn about teaching.

Learning how to teach is getting actual experience--talking in front
of the class of students, plus learning the right techniques that can
be used. It's learning how to communicate with those students on a
level they will understand. (GSM/2)

The way I learned how to teach was I had to apply what I learn d in
the courses. I remember reading about this and being lectured to
about it and now I have to sit down and actually do it. Reading about
is was good, but doing it was better. (ST/1)

The reasons given for the significance of field exper ences in

learnIng how to teach varied. Field experience provided preservice

teachers with the opportunity to: (a) evaluate their interests in

teaching, (b) test out and practice their abilities as teachers, (c) begin

developing a teacher's view of the classroom, and (d) experience concrete

situations that could be linked to the abstract notions discussed in course

work. Each of the following comments from respondents illustrates one of

these reasons for the significance of field experiences.

I went into FEEP not knowing if I wanted to go into the education
field or not. I just wanted to try it out. I came out of there
thinking this is what I really want to do. PI/4)

[Field experiences are significant] because there you are doing it.
You learn directly from your mistakes. You see your mistakes much
faster. I felt a lot of times in the classroom situation [at the
university] a lot of the issues were based on opinion. Your answers
were based on your opinion and it is easy to do that in a classroom.
Anybody can fake that, as long as you know how to articulate in a
clearcut fashion. You can write the greatest essay in the world and
it may mean nothing, but in the classroom it's a different story.
There is nowhere to hide. If you goofup, you goofup. I think I
learned faster and I realized my mistakes quicker [in the field]. I
really made a lot of mistakes in the classroom in terms of opinions

26
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thn -en't well grounded and I adn't realized them ye 2)

Well, you see it
even thought you w
arm a different ligh
and not having to li
ha does to handle the problems and what he's facing in grading papers
and making up tests. How much material he has to cover in a certain
amount of time. And, you also have the pressure of knowing the
material that you have to teach. You get a close look at what they
[teachers] know and what they go through. (PI/5)

During field experiences, I probably had everywell maybe not over
imaginable situation occur while I was either in front of the
classroom or observing a classroom. That meant aomething that I don t
think they can teach you here [at the university). What to do in this
or that situation. It's spontaneous--you can't take the time, like in
education courses, to read over someone else's notes or read a book on
what they did or something like that, (SSM/l)

6

a different perspective thqn the students do,,
there for four years in high school. And, you
itting on the side (during field experience)

tori o the teacher's material. You can see what

Field experiences were found to vary greatly from person to per on,

even within the same field experience programs. These program

inconsistencies seemed to be a function of the particular classroom chool

situation within which the experience occurred and the particular

personality or method of the cooperating teacher. For example, dramatic

and sweeping differences existed in responsibilities for preservice

teachers in FEEP. While the official purpose of FEEP was to enable

preservice teachers to observe and take on minor teaching roles (usually

including clerical tasks and teaching a few lessons during the ten week

experience) three of the five respondents taught between 20 and 30

individual lessons. Because of the wide range of experiences within this

one program impact on preservice teachers perspectiveo was

respectively varied. For most respondents positive FEEP experience

served to confirm a career choice, for others the experience served as

evidence that they were qualified to teach. Compare the following comments

on the role of FEEP as assessed by two respondent the t comment is

from an individual Who had taught onlyone lesson during PEEP while the
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nt comes from a respondent who had led 20 lessons.

The purpose of VEEP was just seeing if that's what we really w
do. It wa really an exploratory experience. We had a b
after it wa all done and a couple of people said, "I don'
teach anymore." I thought that was an important thing to find out.
(PI/3)

You can't really learn to teach out of a book. I thought it would be
e sy. My first lesson I had memorized. You've got to do it [teach]

least a few times before you can really master it, and then it's
easy. (FEEP/2)
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peodents, the early field expo ences were significant Ln that

from thG experiences they confirmed their career choice and gained greater

conf dance in their ability to act in the teacher's role.

When teaching during early field experiences (net including student

teaching), the respondents had few options other than to follow their

cooperating teachers' guidelines. Some respondents were given the freedom

to decide on the appropriate teaching strategies, but the cooperating

teacher dictated the topics to be taught. Findings show that while

cooperating teachers had a significant influence on the actions of

preservice teachers in early field experiences, they had much less of

influence on their perspectives. Respondents pointed out that in early

field experiences, they followed the instructions of cooperating teachers,

although, in many cases, they did not agree with them.

The student teaching experience presented a different set of

circumstances than did the early field experiences. Student teachers were

allowed more independence and the experience was perceived as more

evaluation-oriented than exploratory. The student teaching experience was

rated as the most valuable part of the teacher education program because it

allowed students to t y on the role of professional teacher. Several

respondents noted that preservice teachers mus "prove themselves" in ways

unlike their counterparts in other disciplines. The unique role of the
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educatIon student is clencribo by two of the respondents in the Eol1owng

comments:

It's different in the sense that we have the field experience like the
people that are in the college of medicine. We have to go out and
prove ourselves and I know the English students don't have to do that.
The history students don't either. I was kind of depressed in a way
my last quarter. Most graduating seniors have a nice easy ride
through their last quarter. They don't have to push a lot of
subjects. They take their finals and get out. I had to go though
student teaching and that weighed on me fairly heavily. Boy, what a
way to get out of a place. (ST/2)

My role as a student was different. I was active in most of the
methods classes...we had to do things, you couldn't just sit there and
take notes....We had to actually prove ourselves, whereas in the
liberal arts you really don't have to prove yourself. You read and
write and that is fine. You don't have to really think, "Yeah, I can
be a liberal arts major," and prove it. In teaching, if you are asked
to prove it, you can. (ST/1)

In summary, the curriculum of field experience was found to be

lost significant experience in respondents' teacher preparation. Practical

Aperience in the field allowed preservice teachers to address several

reas of concern including: (a) testing out interest in teaching as a

are (b) evaluating practical skills and abilities, (c) testing bel efs

egarding teaching strategies and classroom procedures, and (d) provid ng

oncrete experiences to be linked with theories of education studied in

ourse work. Most importPntly, it was a real live exercise in dealing with

uman learning--the thing that was "just talk" at the university became the

eal thing in field experiences. It is not surprising that the only aspect

f teacher education that the respondents did not feel there was enough of

iS experience in the classroom.

This study supports much of what Lortie (1975) asserts regard n- the

ifluence of schooling on the development of teacher perspectives,

rticularly garding the naive, simplistic, and unproblematic view of

:aching that respondents had upon entering teacher education. This was
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illustrated in the respondents views on the requlite knowl dge and skills

for 9uc--ssful teaching ( xamin d earlIer in this cha

based more on personality than on pedagogical principles. It was

Illustrated, by what respondents unexpectedly discover d during teacher

educ -ion field experiences--that teaching is hard work and that clerical

ks take a significant portion of the teache time. Excerpts from the

lowing five tntervuws illustrate changes in beliefs about the nature of

te -hing that occurr d as a result of teacher education field experiences.

I discovered the work load wan a lot heavier than I thought it would
be aLd that it takes more time that I thought it would. It is also
more stressful than I thought it would be. Even with the summer
vacation, during the rest of the year you work at it seven days a
week. Every night and every weekend and all eay during the week.
(ST/1)

didn't expect the long hours a teacher really puts in. When I was
doing my student teaching I was writing lesson plans and I was grading
papers, getting material ready to run off the next day, preparing
tests and I just really didn't realize all that was involved--all the
time....I know it is a lot harder that I first thought. At first
thought some teachers just teach strictly by the textbook--(I thought
it was just) a piece of cake for them. No preparation or anything.
But, the ones that were real good teachers...1 could tell now the
preparation they had for class and I could go back now and point out
the teachers who were real good--they prepared themselves and I didn't
realize that before. (ST/5)

Preservice teachers do underestimate the problems and difficult es of

teaching and this can be traced to the limited, but strong, preconceived

beliefs that result from the apprenticeship of observation. Lortie couples

this finding with the negative evaluation of teacher preparation given by

participants in his study and describes teacher education as having little

impact on teachers. Ho ever, while the underestimations of the

difficulties of teaching by preserv ce teachers supports the notion that

the apprenticeship of observatIon is a significant force in the

socialization process, it does not completely rul-

.eisitelopmant o teacher perspective

out the growth and

result of teacher education

-
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experiences. In fact, the "unexpected findings reported above were

result of fi- d experiences under the auspices of a tncher education

program. The present study provides data that illustrate the greater pre-

entry to post-entry changes in teacher perspectives than Lortie's data

indicate. The data from this study indicate that although the influence of

the apprenticeship of -bservation is strong, the growth and development of

acher perspectives during teacher education in influenced by toacher

education course work, field experiences, and the active role of the

individuals in mediating socialization forcLs as well as the

apprenticeship of observation.

CONCLUSION

This study examined one setting in which preservice teachers are

engaged in particular roles. There are other broader ranging sources of

influence that play a part in the development of teacher perspectives that

have not been addressed in this research (i.e. , the selection of teachers,

economic factors, etc.). However, based upon the f ndings of this

research, there are several recommendation that can be made.

First, the dialectical process of teacher perspective development

illustrated in the findings above should be taken into account by reform-

minded teacher educators when planning revisions of the present curriculum

of teacher education. A better understanding of the dynamic of learning to

teach, based upon the insights gained from preservice teachers, can assist

reformers in the creation of a teacher education curriculum that is more

meaningful to the prospective, as well as the practicing, teacher.

Second, a central problem of preservice teacher education, as it is

presently organized, seems to be that its value depends upon the preservice

teacher being properly prepared to learn from it. Course work in teacher
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education should aim to make preservicu teachers more aware of their own

past expert nces and preconceived beliefs about teaching in ord to

subject them to scrutiny. The goal would be not to disprove the relevancy

of past experiences, but simply to expose individual beliefs to critical

examination and discourage "personalized" versions of the teaching truth.

Teacher educators should work to break down what Lortie (1975) described as

the intellectual sLgregation between cientific reasoning and pedagogical

ractice, Based upon the findings in this research, it seems t at teacher

education has failed to meet the ideal expressed by Dewey (1904/1964) that,

"criticism should be directed to making the professional student thoughtful

about his work in light of principles, rather than to induce in him 3

recognition that certain special methods are good and certain other special

methods bad" (p.335).

Third, the roles and purposes of course work and field experiences in

teacher education also must be critically examined. Because of the

importance of roleplaying in the professional development of teachers,

field experiencebased learnin6 is the most significant event in the

preservice teacher professional preparation. However, field experiences

pose several difficulties for teacher edu ators. As illustrated in this

research, field experiences promote a utilitarian perspective in preservice

teachers. This utilitarian perspective is demonstrated in a trial and

error" approach to teaching. Sanders and McCutcheon (1984) point out that

teachers rarely take actions that do not make sense to themselves, but that

preservice teachers are faced with two significant limitations when

performing in the field: .(1) they are not able to perceive and interpret

the professionally si nificant features of the situation, and (2) they lack

the kneWledgethat enables the practitione 0 choose actions appropriate
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in these circumsta ces for the purpose of producing desired c quences"

(pp. 4-5).

For many preservice teachers , thó broader questIons of the field, such

as the nature of lea ning or the role of the school in society, are

artificial and separated from the real world activities of the teacher and

a tivities involving these broader questions are viewed as only important

part of meeting teacher education course work requirements. This

divorce between the scholarship and method of teaching should be addre- ed

through close coordination of the field and cour e work components of

teacher educe ion. Dewey 1904/1964) noted that the t in problems of

developing an intellectual method of applying subject-matter and mastering

techniques of class instruction and management are not independent and

isolated problems. Unfortunately, the present organization of the teacher

education program encourages the separation of these problems into theory-

oriented course work and management-oriented field experiences. Teacher

educators should strive to link the goals of mastery of teaching techniques

and provide a foundation for professional development.

Meeting this goal would require changes in the curriculum and learning

experiences provided in preservice teacher education. While recent

comprehensive plans for the refo m of teacher education have addressed the

integration of theory nd practice (e.g., The Holmes Group, 986), the

following selected recommendations regarding the implementation of theory

and practice in teacher education are made as a result of the findings of

this research. First, teacher education should provide opportunities for

the study and application of action research me Ii4ds by preservice

teachers. The actiokresearch cycle involves discourse (planning and

reflection) and-practice (observation and ac n ) and provides a structure
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for integrating theoretjcal and practical inquiry into teaching. Recent

literature on reflective or inquiry oriented teacher education attempta to

combine the elements of action research with teacher education ( .g., Ross

& Hannay, 1986; Tom, 1985). Second, organization of teacher education

classe- into cohort groups would provide a support network that respondents

reported mi sing from their teacher education experience as well as a

ntext within which to share analyses of their own and others' practice.

F'llan (1985) suggests that, imulating individual reflection in relation

to action, and collective (two or more people) sharing of an analysis of

this practice based reflection is at the heart of reforms in teacher

education" (p. 205). Lastly, a laboratory or clinical approach to teacher

education would allow preservice teachers in methods and/or subject courses

to work closely with classroom teachers and university teacher educators in

integrating the theory and p actice of teaching. The goal of

laboratory/clinical teacher education would not be to give working command

of the necessary tools of teaching (i.e., techniques of instruction and

management), but rather to p ovide opportunities for action and reflection

(Dewey, 1904 1964).

There are major barriers to be overcome if these curriculum changes

are to be implemented and have a lasting impact on the profession,

including; (a) timw cinstraInts of baccalaureate teacher education

programs, (b) establishment of collaborative relationships between

universities and the schools, (c) reallocation of resources and

responsibilities necessary to establish laboratory/clinical settings for

teacher education, (d) staff development programs to provide training for

unive y professors and classroom teachers work in.the

Jaboratory/clinical...settings, radual induction.teaching and
,

.
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career ong professional ( v lop

These recornrn endations vopresent minimal issues for consid

light of the conclusions of this study. What should no longer be ignored

is the active role of the individual in mediating the curriculum of

teaching. Excellence in the schools cannot be achieved without quality

teachers and quality teachers must have a platform for professional growth.

By recognizing this fact and providing preservice teachers with the initial

tools for professional growth and a support network for continued growth,

an important step can be taken toward the goal of excellence in the

schools.
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FOOTNOTES

Ross (1986) for a complete discussion of the processes of

teacher perspective development observed in this study.

2
At the time of the follow-up interviews, several respondents had

advanced from their course work into student teaching. As a result, the

follow-up interviews provided more information regarding the teaching

practices of these respondents. Of the five respondents in thin category,

three identified inquiry as a primary teaching strategy during student

teaching.
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TYPICAL SECOND Y EDUCAT ON PROGR (KLUEDER, 19
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Figure 1: Comparison of Secondary Social Studies Program Investigated
in this Study with Typical Secondary Education Program


